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Cabochon cut 
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From the pavilion 
 

Year of creation Very ancient - 3,000 BC or 

earlier 
Type of cut Rounded - domed 

Number of 

veneers 
 

Total 
2 

Top 
1 

Bottom 
1 

Features 

general 

The resulting shape is usually a convex (rounded) obverse with a flat (or nearly 

flat, only slightly convex) backhand. In modern times and partly in antiquity, the 

cabochon cut is mostly applied to opaque gems , while the facet is usually 

applied to transparent stones. Hardness is also an important factor as 

gemstones with a hardness below 7 (on the Mohs scale) are easily scratched, 

especially by dust and sand (which contain particles of quartz or silicon 

dioxide). The gems made translucent by the small unattractive surface 

scratches, while if they are polished in cabochon, the scratches are less 

evident. This shape of cut is also crucial to highlight some optical phenomena 

(the so-called phenomenal stones ). For example, in asterial stones such as star 

sapphires and cat-eye stones such as cat-eye chrysoberyl, a domed cabochon 

cut is used to show the star or eye, which would not be visible in a faceted cut. 

Also as regards the iridescence (labradorescence-labradorite, adularescence-

moonstone, play of colors-opal and oriental-pearl) and the adventurecence-

aventurine / sunstone, the cabochon style is essential to show the play of light. 

in the buds. 

History 

 

Finely carved cabochon cuts known as "Glittic" gem carvings date back to the 

7th millennium BC This type of processing evolved and appeared in ancient 

Egypt (scarabs) and Mesopotamian jewelry (Sumerian barrels for example). 

Later local versions also spread to the Indus Valley and China (carved jade). 

The earliest cabin forms were sometimes carved (seals, scarabs, cameos, etc.) 

It was one of the most important fortified cities of the Indus Valley civilization 

about 3000 BC : Around 3000 BC, man began to develop his lapidary skills to 

such an extent that he could make cylinders of serpentine stone. In all ancient 

civilizations, history records the cutting of natural stone for tools and ornaments. 

Beads, scarabs, amulets, seals, even bowls were cut from materials considered 

precious (and workable). Bronze Age archaeological finds from Mesopotamia 

include intricate serpentine amulets, Early Dynasty Egyptians wore turquoise, 

and polished jade was significant in pre-Christian Germanic, Chinese and Moari 

cultures . 

Among the American Indians, turquoise was the main stone. In almost all cases, 

the work was done by cabochon cutters , carvers and sculptors specialized in 

the art of representation. A relatively soft stone, turquoise was easily machined 

and could be quickly polished to a beautiful highly reflective finish with a 



 

 

mixture of sand and water. Sometimes it was worked in the shape of a nugget 

and at other times it was shaped. Used alone or in combination with shells, coral 

and other soft materials, Turquoise continued to have great popularity until 

contemporary times. Other stones typically worked in domes or with rounded 

motifs were those of organic origin such as coral, amber and jet, opaque ones 

such as lapis lazuli, jasper etc. 

first systematic facet is believed to have occurred around 1300 AD . Previously, 

more or less targeted removal of some parts of the gem material was 

occasionally operated to improve the clarity of the same. This could result in flat 

surfaces (facets) on some sides. Both in the Middle East and Egypt (end of the 

first millennium AD) and in Venice (around the XII-XIII century) some sections of 

glass and crystal were faceted). But in the 1400s the real developments began. 

The mole (semi-automated rotary machine) was developed, the shapes and 

polishing techniques of the stones were improved, including the cabochon. The 

lapidary field of gem cutting for jewelry began to split into two techniques. 

Facets described for positioning and polishing the facets on a mineral sample; 

and cabochon cut , described as shaping and polishing a stone usually with a 

convex top and a flat bottom. 

The city of Idar-Oberstein in Germany soon emerged as the gem-cutting 

capital of the world. According to historical records, miners at the end of the 

14th century found agates not far from small German towns and began cutting 

them into cabochons and sculptures. The actual history of the industry probably 

predates existing records of it. 

Queen Victoria 's love for turquoise was no secret. At the time of her marriage 

to Albert, Queen Victoria is said to have given portrait rings to her ladies-in-

waiting. Each miniature portrait of the queen was surrounded by turquoise 

cabochons . Small turquoise cabochons were also commonly set in Middle 

Victorian jewelry that covered snake-patterned bracelets and necklaces, 

brooches, and the like. Turquoise enjoyed a revival in the late Victorian era and 

was set in rings, brooches and earrings but in larger sizes than in earlier periods. 

In the twentieth century, turquoise enjoyed great popularity with the revival of 

Native American jewelry that spanned the 1950s and 1970s. 

In China, lapidary work specializing in jade carving has continued since the 

Shang dynasty. A-cut gems were found in jewelry dating back to the Ming 

dynasty . But in the early 20th century , it emerged as the place where large 

quantities of commercial cabochons could be produced inexpensively . To 

date, there is no way Americans can compete in that market. 

In recent years , cabochon cuts have made a comeback as lapidary masters 

have developed innovative shapes, combining classic facets with rounded 

sections. 

Name : (French: a la maniere de cabochon ) from the Norman French 

caboche = head, or capocchia , from the Latin caput . 

Other names : - 

In English : cabochon, cab , 

Facet process The procedure consists of cutting a rough rock slab with a slab saw, and next 

to the stencil a shape from a template. The slab is then cut close to the marked 

line using a diamond-tipped saw, called a cutting saw. To grind rough rock it is 

possible to use diamond wheels or silicon carbide wheels. 

The usual shape for cutting cabochons is an ellipse. This is because the eye is 

less sensitive to small asymmetries in an ellipse than a uniformly round shape, 

such as a circle, and because the elliptical shape, combined with the dome, is 

attractive. An exception is the cabochons on the crowns of some watches, 

which are round. 

To obtain a cabochon, the shape is traced on a stone plate using an aluminum 

point so as not to damage the material, then it is roughened using a diamond 

wheel. Most of the lapidary workshops and manufacturing plants have moved 



 

 

from silicon carbide to diamond piers or flat flap discs. Once trimmed, the piece 

can be finished by hand. The " dopping " process is normally performed by 

adhering the stone with hard wax to a wooden stick called a " dop stick ". The 

piece is then ground to the model line, the back edges can be chamfered, 

and finally the top is sanded and polished to achieve an even dome. 

The stone thus assembled is then polished on finely abrasive discs until the 

desired appearance is obtained. 

Variations : 
Today there are some common variants: double, high and hollow . The double 

ones are also called double cabochons and vaguely resemble the egg shape. 

The most common type of style is the oval / elliptical one, but there are 

countless variations: round, teardrop, heart and a myriad of other shapes, 

regular and not. 

Hollow gems can have one of two purposes: 1) They are used to deceive by 

placing colored glue behind a thin translucent wall of the gem to enhance a 

certain color; or 2) Exceptionally dark gems may have their apparent color 

lightened. 

The height of the cabochon can depend on various factors such as the type of 

rough, the color of the gem, the type of optical effect that you want to 

promote, aesthetic tastes and prices. 

Doublets / Triplets : Although most commonly seen in cabochon form, 

composite / assembled gemstones are also found with faceted gemstones 

when two or more materials are bonded to form a single gem. Common forms 

include opal doublets (two parts) and triplets / triplets (three parts). Sometimes 

faceted gems are cemented together with the intention of deceiving; a natural 

gem material is used on the crown and glass or synthetic is used on the pavilion. 

A colored concrete layer can also change the apparent color. 

Inlay is an evolution of this technique: it corresponds to an art form according 

to which pieces of gems are joined to form an image or a mosaic. 

Weight retention Variable Popularity (markets) 

% 

Present in all orders of 

jewelry 

Famous stones: Star of India , a large blue-gray cabochon cut sapphire with a slightly oval 

shape. The polished but non-faceted gem weighing 536 carats was found in 

Ceylon (now Sri Lanka and was presented at the American Museum of Natural 

History, New York City, by banker and gem collector JP Morgan. 

DeLong Star Ruby  

This gem of over 100 carats has a 6-ray star. Discovered in Burma in the 1930s, 

this oval cabochon asterial ruby. Mister DeLong , A collector of precious stones 

and special minerals, from which it takes its name, bought it in 1937 from the 

famous collector Martin Leo Ehrmann . 

 


